
 

SILK LABO After Summer Days PATCHED

interesting, some have mentioned that the non-phenol variants irritate their skin. im actually
somewhat of a curious-case: when i first started using bha i read warnings about bha, such as dry,

flaky and greyish skin, and i considered switching to a bha, but was worried about how it would react
to my skin since it had aged since high school. i love the feel of my bha at least as much as my retin-

a, and i enjoy its ability to remove the last bit of stubborn product from my face. on top of that, im
certain my bha would be easily tolerated by my sensitive skin, as it only turns somewhat flaky and

"dry", but at worst temporarily a bit flaky and dry, after multiple uses. would i be overusing the stuff?
maybe, but ive used it when no other was available for months at a time when i had a flaky breakout
and it worked wonders for me at the time. if anything, i see it working alongside my retin-a as a form

of preventive maintenance, and in any case i just like the feel of it on my skin. for starters, i
generally dont use non-phenol bha as the only bha, so i could use it outside of a routine, but that

doesnt seem necessary. i know you probably have never used one, and that i wouldnt try it unless i
had heard of complications, but do you have any preference between the version from biologique

recherche and the silk naturals versions? my current regimen in the morning is washing with alcohol
and then using the bio oil skincare oil cleanse, then using the sk-ii v2. the only rinse i use is the

bioderma for sensitive skin. i use the lactic acid toner in the evening as a night serum. i have all my
biologique recherche products, but the innisfree olive oil and camelia cleansing oils are my faves. ive

tried other toners as well and a lot of cleansing oils. what's the difference between them
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i'm curious about your thoughts on spf once you've been using it for a few weeks, and if you see any
differences in the effectiveness of the spf. i'm not sure if the spf in the lotion will provide as much

protection as it does if you use it under your clothing, since i feel like it might get a bit washed away.
also, since i plan on using this for several months before my next round of treatment, would it be a
good idea to use something with a higher spf? many make it seem like the spf is only for use during
summer, but when i have used it, i've found that i need to reapply often because it seems to wear
away if i'm not using it while i sleep. thanks! hi everyone! i know theres a lot of questions about
using labo. im a brand new convert! do you think my skin will break out while i try to incorporate

labo into my routine? ive only just started this month and my skin is very moisturised but my pores
are really showing. i cant seem to get acne to go away since using labo..do you think my skin needs
to adjust first so that my pores stop opening? i am confused about how the pore-minimizing serums
work (silk labo, tsaju, etc.). i've heard that they help prevent clogged pores from turning into acne.

but if the clogged pores have already turned into acne, will it help? also, after doing a search, i found
that tsaju is meant for oily/combination, but silk labo is for dry/normal. who is correct and does the
serum work in different ways (e.g. preventing clogged pores turning into acne vs. turning clogged
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pores into acne)? i'm so confused by all of these products. i've used labo twice in the past week. the
first time it was in the form of serum, and it dried out my skin. now i'm using the labo lotion, and i'm
curious if it will dry out my skin like the serum did. also, is it okay to use the labo lotion every night?

are there different types of labo? thanks. 5ec8ef588b
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